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MATERIALS REQUIRED
- Whiteboard / ITV
- PCs / iPads / Laptops
- Activity Sheets 1 & 2
- Maps / Atlases

Curriculum Links:
- Geography
- IT
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Introduction 
Begin the session by comparing atlases and maps of the children’s county.  Display a regional railway map e.g. Northern Connect, on the whiteboard.  Discuss the 
similarities and di�erences between the schematic railway map and atlases.  Now use www.googleearth.com  to follow tracks – Clapham Junction, Paddington or Ashford 
International make good starting points.  If the children have access to ipads/laptops let them explore and follow a line from station to station.                

Challenge  
Introduce the website www.nr.tellan.co.uk/departure - the live departure page displays an alphabetised list of railway stations.  Scroll down the list, discussing the 
three-letter codes.  Ask the children why codes are used in this way.  Give the children copies of Activity Sheet 1 explaining how to find the station names and corre-
sponding codes.  Allow a short time for the children to complete the activity. 

Activity 
Using www.nr.tellan.co.uk/departure click onto one of the stations, e.g. Accrington (ACR), and select.  This option takes you directly to the live departure pages.  Point out 
the digital clock on the top right hand side which is current, asking the children to keep referring to this.  Now discuss the layout of the page: departure times, train 
operator, destinations, status and platforms.  Can the children work out how many platforms are at this station?  What does ‘Calling at’ and the times in brackets mean?  
The train operator is shown under the departure time.  How do you establish the arrival time?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Click onto one of the station names – this will take you to the actual journey, showing the status of the train itself.  Explore this facility.  (If you choose a busy station, the 
children will see a flashing button indicating exactly where the train is.)
Distribute Activity Sheet 2.  Ask the children to choose a specified station (highlighted in yellow) to complete the first table – this will ensure they are using the website 
correctly.  Then allow the children to choose their own station and complete the second table.  (The children do not need to write all the Calling at stations!)  

Outcomes
Discuss the findings.  Did anyone find anything unusual?  Would the children be able to use this website facility for their family journeys?  

Independent Learning
Is there really an ‘end of the line’?  Children could research which lines come to end in the UK, national and international routes.  Travelling by train, ow far away could 
you possibly reach from your nearest station?
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